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Three Years (July 2015 -Jun e 201 B)

II: Proiect A cc()mDltsnmen
li
Project Goal: Increase the population of White-bellied Heron

Section

Achievement against the AchieYement of outcomes

Output

(Explain how the

outputs

(Explain and indicate

the

tangible results against each
output)

collective

achievements of output/s have
contributed to the accomplishment of
tffi outcome/s)

Project Outcome 1:
Maintain and increase the wild breeding population through improved WBH protection and
conservation approach, integrating strategies for increased foraging success, improved
foraging habitat, protection of foraging and nesting habitat, and increased the productivity
of wild WBH breeding populations.
Outputl:
3 0 research associated with
WBH habitat and ecology researches
Research reporls

WBH habitats,

associated with

ecology, fire ecology, nesting
ecology, diet ecology, gonetic

WBH and
habitat

its

diversity, and

fleeding

threats

conducted and completed. 6
active nests identified in 3
years and l4 juveniles
fledged. Inventory and survey
held in expected river systems
below 1500m nationwide.
Three nationwide population
surveys conducted for
consecutive years. 4 WBH

have significantly

increased our
understating on the ecology of the bird
and the habitat requirement. Based on

the finding of the study we

have

implemented mitigation measures to
protect the habitat and the bird. In 3
years we located 6 active nests, and

through our monitoring efforts,

14

j uveniles successfully fledge increasing

the wild population. Several

new

habitats have also been identified during
the project period expanding the

distribution and population of WBH.
threats mitigation measures The national and international
implemented and alternative workshops have significantly benefitted
livelihood support provided in knowledge sharing and building

Output 2:

to communities
Conducted one international
V/BH workshop and I one

national

stakeholder

conservation partnership. Based on the
research, monitoring and finding from
this project a new WBH Conservation
Strategic Document has been developed

*

National WBH workshop

to discuss the
strategic plan, WBH

to guide the conservation of WBH for

Strategic plan in

next 20 years.

place.

aonservation strategic plan
2019-2039 completed.

Project Outcome 2:
Significantly increase and reverse current trends in the size and genetic diversity of the wild
WBH population by developing captive breeding facilities with the goal of eventually
producing young birds for annual release to the wild.
Output l:
WBH Captive Breeding The captive breeding facility centre will
Captive bred Facility Center structural plan serve as ex-situ gene pool for the WBH
Herons
finalised. Construction site for all times to come even if the wild
identified. Construction of population goes extinct. The centre will
infrastructure funded by also serve as the centre for captive
PHPA expected to complete breeditrg, research and rescue for WBH
by 2020.
and also other threatened birds in future.
The birds will be captive bred in the
facility centre and released in the wild to
increase the viable wild population.
Project Outcome 3:
Capacitate the key partner/s to assume the responsibility of captive rearing and release
program

Output

1:

Trained
Researchers and
Foresters

Two WBH researchers from The researchers trained for captive
RSPN trained to caffy out brEeding will serve as an active breeder
captive breeding work at Zlin
and Prague Zoo.

for the captive breeding facility centre as
well and resource person to train other
breeders in future. The trained staff will
take the responsibility of conducting
captive breeding works and raising the

captive breeding population once the
center is commissioned.

Project Outcome 4:
Significantly increase public and agency awareness of, and participation in, recovery of the
WBH population.
Output 1: 2l community education and All the communities (1000+
Communities in awareness
programs individuals) in WBH habitats are made
the major WBH conducted in critical WBH aware and educated on the importance
areas sensitized habitats. LCSG members, of WBH and its conservation need. We
on WBH
forestry officials and have established 14 LCS Groups to

trained on along critical WBH habitats who
conducting population actively monitor and support
researchers

Output

2:

Meeting
resolutions;
network/linkages
regional

with

surveys, conducting habitat conservatron
activities.
Local
inventories, monitoring the eommunities also help to conduct field
wild population and research, monitoring and reporting illicit
conducting research.
activities in V/BH areas to protect the
WBH international advisory bird and the habitats. Local people and
committee established. WBH forestry officials are also engaged in

international

conservation

population surveys, nest

surveys,

strategy developed with a monitoring and
implementing
specific recommendation for mitigation measures which have
Bhutan.
Conservation significantly increased increase public

v

partners
strengthened

paftnership established with and agency awareness of, and
Synchronicity Earth, Birdlife participation in, recovery of the WBH
International, International population. The WBH international
Crane Foundation, Mava conservation strategy has streamlined
Foundation, ZIin and Prague the global conservation efforts, and the
Zoos and other local and WBH advisory committee serves and
regional WBH researchers.
the guiding commifiee for future
conservation initiatives. The committee
also supports fundraising and building

partnerships to strengthen future
conservation pro grams.

III: Pr (, e ctB enerrcrartes
List of beneficiaries as indicated in Explain how the project

Section

the project document
Local communities

has benefitted

Local Conservation Support Groups members
were directly provided daily wage on a regular
basis for monitoring WBH. Communities were

also provided fishpond as an alternative income
source and to minimize competition with wBH.
Communities were also educated and made aware
about the ![Etl and its conservation importance.
Capacity building of White-bellied Researchers trained on research methodology and
Heron Researchers at Royal Society for 2 breeders trained on the captive ureeoing
the Protection of Nature
program at Prague Zoo. Salary of project officer
support from the project.
Capacity building of forestry officials Forestry officials paid DSA for monitoring wBH
stationed along the WBH habitats
and provide research grants to research wBH and
its habitats.
Students and researchers from the Researchers submitting a proposal for wBH
College of Nature Resources and research were provided Nu. 35,000 to Nu. 50,000
Department of Forest and Park Services research grants fbr conducting research.
and few others
Section IV: Sustainabili
The conservation of WBH has been streamlined through this project. Critical habitats are
identified with LCSG members appointed in all habitats which will continue to monitor and
support conservation€ven after the completion of this project. The project has also brought
together researchers from the various background who will continue to work and contribute
in saving the species. The data collected and information gained through this project will be
utilised to initiate future conservation projects and the conservation strategy which is an
output of this project will be guiding document for all conservation interventions in the
future. The WBH endowment fund established through the support of Mava Foundation will
fund implementation of critical activities of the conservation strategy after the completion

of this project. The captive breeding facility center will be another milestone in

the

conservation of WBH in the world once it's commissionedin2020, The implementation of
activities outlined in the conservation strategy and execution ofthe captive breeding program
is planned for next 20 years which ensures continuity of this proiect for decades.
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Description
Some amount allocated for writing
Deviation from proposed
Factors

plan (Activity/budget)
Delay in fund approval and
disbursement process from
BTFEC
Delay in fund release from
DPA
Change in policy

if any

There was no significant delay in fund approval and
disbursement from BTFEC. All funds were received on time,
NA
NA

Any other

NA

VI: Fund Utilization Status

Section

Total

a strategic plan was

reallocated to fund the genetic study. There was no significant
deviation in activity or budget from the proposed plan.

approved

budget

Total
budget Total
disbursed from utilized

budget

Total

budget

balance

BTFEC
Nu. 12,768,244.00

Nu. 12,768,244.00

Nu. f2,768,577.25

Nu. -33 3.25

Section VII: Recommendation to BTFEC
We experienced complications is reporting with new formats coming up occasionally.

If

BTFEC can develop an online project reporting system (both technical and financial),
reporting would be streamlined and standardized for all projects.
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